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Chapter 1301: An unexpected gain (2) 

 

A dual cultivation technique that could benefit both sides would naturally be highly respected by 

everyone. However, this kind of technique had extremely high requirements for the woman, and very 

few women could meet the requirements. Thus, there were not many gods who could dual cultivate in 

the divine world. 

The Alliance master of the two alliances in the divine realm was able to cultivate a top-grade dual 

cultivation technique. In addition to her beauty, she naturally had many admirers in the divine realm. 

The man who followed her not only admired her, but also wanted to improve his strength. 

However, after the two alliances ‘leaders arrived at the divine mainland, they were cultivating as usual. 

Who knew that at a critical moment in their cultivation, they would be interrupted by the noise in the 

courtyard. As a result, they accidentally suffered from Qi deviation and lost a lot of vitality. They also 

aged by more than ten years in an instant. 

The Alliance master of the second alliance looked to be in his early twenties, but after an accident in his 

cultivation, he looked almost fifty years old. His smooth and beautiful face was now wrinkled. Seeing his 

current appearance, the Alliance master of the second alliance almost broke down. After all, which 

woman didn’t care about her appearance? 

“Liu Xiang! Get the hell in here. ” The Alliance master of the second alliance laid on the bed weakly and 

shouted at the top of his lungs. 

“Alliance master, I’m here!” In the courtyard, Liu Xiang heard the Alliance master’s call and immediately 

pushed open the door and ran in. 

He was also one of the president’s men, but he was not the one cultivating with the president tonight, 

so he was responsible for the security of the courtyard. Now that he heard the president call him, he 

naturally thought that the president was dissatisfied and wanted to … 

He stepped into the room excitedly and saw the old woman with a wrinkled face on the bed. His heart 

trembled in fear, thinking that he had entered the wrong room! Not only that, but there was a man of 

similar age lying next to the old woman. The man was obviously unconscious. Seeing this situation, he 

didn’t know what to do. 

Ugh! What was going on? This is the Alliance master’s room, right? Then who were the two people on 

the bed? At this moment, he didn’t dare to guess that the woman was the president because he knew 

very well that the president was most concerned about her devastatingly beautiful face. 

“Liu Xiang! Where the hell have you been? They actually caused such a huge commotion outside!” The 

Alliance master of the second alliance said angrily, his eyes almost spitting fire. 

“Alliance … Alliance master? You’re the Alliance master?” When Liu Xiang heard the familiar voice, he 

asked in disbelief,”Wu…What’s going on?” What happened? How did the Alliance master become like 

this? He could not believe his eyes. 



“What’s wrong? You can’t recognize me either? Hmph! Wasn’t it all your doing? How did you keep 

watch!” The Alliance master of the second alliance shouted at the top of her lungs without a care for her 

image. She was about to die from anger. She had just arrived at the divine mainland and her plan had 

not even started yet, but she had already suffered from Qi deviation and suffered quite a lot of internal 

injuries. What the hell was going on? 

“Alliance master! I’m innocent! This is none of my business! I don’t know why there are so many rats in 

the yard, making us so chaotic. Wuwu … Please forgive me, Alliance master!” Liu Xiang complained 

tearfully with snot and tears. 

“Forgive? You’ve caused us to be like this? You still want me to forgive you? Hmph! Men!” The Alliance 

master of the second alliance shouted towards the door, but she fainted right after. 

Liu Xiang’s heart was beating like thunder when he saw this scene. He was stunned for a moment before 

he immediately reacted. He strode to the door and stopped the guard who was about to enter. 

“Housekeeper Liu, the Alliance master is calling us!” The guard reminded. 

“I know, but the Alliance master has already fainted, so I’m afraid I won’t be able to see you.” Liu Xiang 

heaved a sigh of relief. In the entire 2nd Alliance, he was not afraid of anyone other than the Alliance 

master. Therefore, he was sure that the guards would not dare to barge in after hearing his words. 

“Uh! Why is the Alliance master unconscious?” The guard was puzzled. No wonder he heard something 

wrong with the Alliance Master’s Voice. 

“The Alliance master made a mistake in her cultivation and fell into Qi deviation. Moreover, the Alliance 

master has placed all the blame on us. So, she called you in to reprimand you. Unfortunately, she 

suddenly fainted.” Liu Xiang explained. In fact, he knew that the president only wanted to punish him. 

However, this was not his own problem, so there was no way he would be the scapegoat! 

“Argh! Then what should he do? Could it be that we disturbed the Alliance master when we were 

catching the mouse, so she went into Qi deviation?” One of the guards asked in fear. The Alliance 

master had always been fickle in emotions. If he really wanted to punish them, none of them would 

have a good time. 

“Yes, you’re right. The noise just now disturbed the president, so she went crazy. Fortunately, the 

president is in a coma now. Otherwise, if she wanted to hold us responsible, none of us would be able to 

escape.” Liu Xiang said very seriously. 

“Housekeeper Liu, what should we do? You have to think of a good way to save us!” The guard said with 

a face full of fear. 

“I can’t even save myself, how can I save you! AI!” Liu Xiang said gloomily. He then continued,”However, 

the Alliance master is unconscious now, so we still have some time to think of a solution. What should 

we do if the Alliance master investigates this?” 

“Housekeeper Liu is right. We’re all depending on you. We’ll do whatever you say.” The guard quickly 

said. 



“That’s good! Let me think about it before telling you. You have to guard this place well. Other than me, 

don’t allow anyone to enter or leave, so as not to disturb the president’s rest. ” After giving his orders, 

Liu Xiang left the courtyard of the 2nd Alliance master and returned to his room. 

As soon as he stepped into the room, he immediately noticed a few people sitting in the room, clearly 

waiting for him. 

“Who are you? How did you get in?” Liu Xiang said warily. These people were all weaker than him, but 

for some reason, his intuition told him that these people were not to be trifled with. 

“Of course we walked in. As for who we are, you’ll find out very soon.” Feng Da, who was sitting on a 

chair and drinking tea, said with a smile. 

The people from the second alliance really knew how to enjoy themselves! It was such a waste to live in 

such a dilapidated courtyard and drink such good tea! 

Chapter 1302: An unexpected gain (3) 

 

“Then what is your purpose in coming here?” Seeing that he couldn’t find out the identity of these 

people, Liu Xiang could only ask in a roundabout way. 

“We heard that the second Alliance’s leader is an absolute beauty, so we came here to admire her.” 

Feng Da chuckled. 

Hearing Feng DA’s words, Liu Xiang was speechless. What did he mean by ‘I heard the president of the 

second alliance is a beauty, so I came to admire her’? Their alliance master wasn’t a flower? How to 

appreciate it? Moreover, the Alliance master probably didn’t want outsiders to see him in his current 

state, so these people’s wishful thinking might have been wrong. However, he didn’t want to offend 

someone who could come and go as he pleased in their residence without anyone knowing. 

“It’s not convenient for our Alliance master to meet with guests now, so I’m afraid you’ve all come in 

vain. ” After a moment of silence, Liu Xiang said. 

“Oh! It’s not convenient to meet guests because of Qi deviation and suddenly became an old lady?” 

Feng Da asked with an evil smile. 

“How did you know?” Liu Xiang was shocked. These people were too powerful, weren’t they? He found 

out about something that had just happened so quickly. 

“Wasn’t that what steward Liu said just now? We just happened to hear it. ” Feng Da chuckled. This was 

truly an unexpected surprise! They didn’t expect that the rats they had used all kinds of means to get 

would cause the two Alliance Masters to become demonic before they could even complete their 

mission. Was this considered a lucky hit? Now, the two alliances ‘leaders can’t do anything, right? AI! 

People! He just had to keep a low profile, otherwise, he would be punished by the heavens! 

“Uh! Then what do you want?” Liu Xiang’s face was filled with vigilance. He still didn’t know the other 

party’s intention for coming, but these people had sneakily come to his door, so it couldn’t be anything 

good! 



“Housekeeper Liu, how about we sell you the Alliance master of the second alliance?” Feng Da looked at 

Liu Xiang’s cautious face and couldn’t help but ask with a smile. From the information given to them by 

the leader, this Liu Xiang should be one of the people who was more interested in the second Alliance’s 

master. However, the second Alliance’s master didn’t like him very much. If they sold the second 

Alliance’s master to this person, their relationship would naturally switch, hehe! With this man’s petty 

character, who knew how he would torture the once high-spirited leader of the second alliance! 

“Sell it to me? Who Do You Think You Are? Do you think you can just sell off the second Alliance’s leader 

as you please?” Liu Xiang said in a speechless manner. 

“If I say it can be sold, then it can be sold. It all depends on whether you dare to buy it or not. However, 

now that the second Alliance’s master is so old, I don’t think you’ll be interested in her anymore. Just 

pretend I didn’t mention it!” Feng Da said with a regretful look. 

“Housekeeper Liu, by the way, I’d like to remind you that your negligence of duty has caused your 

President to go berserk. If she wakes up, I’m afraid she won’t let you off. So, you better know your 

place!” Feng Da reminded. After he finished speaking, he gave Lin Yuan and the others a look. Everyone 

stood up and prepared to leave. 

Just as he reached the door, he was stopped by Liu Xiang. 

“Wait! Was what you said just now true? How confident are you? The Alliance master is quite snobbish, 

so it won’t be easy for you to get her. Besides, I’m also afraid that I’ll be in trouble. ” Liu Xiang asked 

nervously. In fact, Feng DA’s words had moved him. After all, he had only followed the president for a 

higher cultivation base. However, there were too many men around the president. Sometimes, he 

would not have a chance to cultivate for months. This was completely different from what he had 

initially imagined. Therefore, over time, he had some other thoughts in his heart. Now, after Feng DA’s 

temptation, these thoughts had completely emerged, but he was still a little afraid. 

“If you’re afraid of this and that, then you can just wait for death! You know your president’s personality 

better than anyone else. Do you think she’ll let you go? Since that’s the case, why don’t you strike first?” 

Feng Da continued to tempt him. After much observation, he felt that it was the most suitable to sell the 

Alliance master of the second alliance to this man. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have wasted so much time 

talking to him. However, this Liu Xiang was obviously too timid. Even at this time, he was still so afraid of 

the wolves in front and the Tigers behind. Sigh! He really wasn’t someone who could accomplish great 

things! 

Liu Xiang lowered his head and pondered for a long while. Finally, he raised his head and said with a 

desperate look,””Good! I’m going all out, but don’t ask for too much, I don’t have much money. ” 

“Hahaha! Don’t worry! It’s definitely a price you can afford!” Feng Da said calmly, but he couldn’t help 

but laugh in his heart. This guy was quite interesting. The Alliance Masters of the two alliances weren’t 

even in their hands yet. He was just afraid that they would sell them for too much and he wouldn’t be 

able to afford them. Hehe! Why didn’t he think of taking advantage of the second Alliance’s master’s 

current weak state to abduct that woman! However, it was fortunate that Liu Xiang did not think of this. 

Otherwise, wouldn’t they have earned less? 



“When do you plan to make your move?” Liu Xiang asked impatiently. He was very afraid that the 

Alliance master would punish him when he woke up, so he naturally hoped that these people would act 

quickly. 

“What’s the hurry? We have to make some preparations! Otherwise, people will be suspicious if both of 

you suddenly go missing. ” Feng Da said. 

“Well, that’s true. I’ll wait for your good news.” Liu Xiang hurriedly said. 

“Okay, but there are some things that we need you to cooperate with us.” Feng Da said. 

“No problem,” he said. Liu Xiang nodded in agreement. 

After the two sides reached a temporary agreement, Feng Da brought his men back to the inn. 

On the way back, Lin Yuan asked in confusion,””Captain, why don’t we get the Alliance master of the 

second alliance out now? In any case, she’s already unconscious, and with her Qi deviation, she probably 

won’t have the mood to command her subordinates, hehe!” 

“There’s no hurry. We have to make Liu Xiang suffer a little. Otherwise, how could he be so’ good ‘to 

that old woman? Hehe!” Feng Da said with a smirk. To put it bluntly, he was the one who didn’t trust 

that cowardly fence-sitter, Liu Xiang. He didn’t even trust the leader of the 2nd ascender Alliance. 

“Hahaha! Captain, you’re getting more and more naughty. ” Lin Yuan said with a face full of admiration. 

“It’s a must!” Feng Da said a little arrogantly, and the group returned to the inn while talking and 

laughing. 

After he returned, Feng Da took the initiative to look for Leng ruoxue and the others and told them 

about his plan. No one expressed any opinions on this. 

“Uh! Miss, why aren’t you guys saying anything?” In the living room, looking at the silent crowd, Feng Da 

felt a little uncertain. No one said anything, just looking at him. What was the meaning of this? Can you 

not be so scary? 

“What did we say? Didn’t you already plan everything?” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

“Uh! If you have any different opinions, you can voice them out!” Feng Da was a little speechless. Did 

these people want to be hands-off managers? How could this be? 

“We have no objections. We’ll do it according to your idea!” Master ning said, but he couldn’t help but 

sigh in his heart. How did my good daughter train these subordinates?! Each one of them had so many 

bad ideas, and when they pranked people, it was even more frightening. Why were there not many of 

their ning family’s subordinates who were so clever? He had never thought that the ning family’s guards 

were too rigid, but now, he deeply thought so. 

“Alright then! I’ll send someone to monitor their every move. ” Feng Da said helplessly. 

In the following days, the Alliance master of the second alliance woke up, and Liu Xiang naturally 

became the first victim. She locked him up and ordered people to punish him. 



Liu Xiang, who was locked up in the room, was covered in wounds. His heart was filled with hatred for 

the Alliance master of the second alliance. Now, his only hope was for Feng Da and the others to come 

quickly and save him. That way, he would be able to escape and the Alliance master would fall into his 

hands. When that time came, he would torture her well, and he would definitely pay back the 

humiliation he had suffered in the past few days! 

However, after waiting for a few days, the person he had been waiting for did not come to save him. 

Instead, the Alliance master kept sending people to teach him a lesson, which gradually deepened his 

hatred for the Alliance master. 

A few days later, when Liu Xiang woke up, he found himself in a different place, and he was lying on a 

bed. 

Where was this place? Liu Xiang was puzzled. He could even feel that all his injuries had healed. Who 

had saved him? 

Just as he was thinking about it, Feng Da and the others walked in. They looked at his confused face and 

said,””You’re awake?” 

“You saved me?” After seeing Feng Da, Liu Xiang asked despite knowing the answer. 

“Who else do you think it is?” Feng Da asked with a smile. He knew that this guy had suffered a lot in the 

past few days. Although the chief of the second league was recuperating, he did not forget to send 

people to torture him. Because that woman had blamed Liu Xiang for his Qi deviation, so Liu Xiang had 

become the scapegoat of those rats. This was something that could not be helped! As the Alliance 

master, he couldn’t possibly seek revenge from those rats! That would be so embarrassing! 

“Thank you for saving me.” Liu Xiang said gratefully. Then, he could not help but ask,””When will your 

plan be implemented? Don’t you still need my cooperation? However, I’m now a sinner of the two 

alliances, I’m afraid I can’t help you much. ” 

“It’s okay, we have our own arrangements. ” Feng Da said nonchalantly. In fact, he did not expect this 

guy to be of any help. He just wanted to drive a deeper wedge between them. Therefore, he did not 

execute their plan immediately. Now that he had achieved his goal, Liu Xiang’s last use was to buy the 

second league’s leader who had lost his mind. 

“That’s good. If you want to know more about the Alliance master, I can still provide you with some 

information.” Liu Xiang said after some thought. He knew that there was no such thing as a free lunch in 

this world. Since these people had saved them and made an agreement with him, he had to pay them 

something in return. Otherwise, these people would not trust him. It was better for him to say it first 

than to wait for them to greet him. 

“There’s no hurry. Let’s talk about it after you recover from your injuries. ” Feng Da said considerately. 

Although they had brought Liu Xiang back, they did not give him any good medicine. Therefore, he 

would need to recuperate for a few days. 

“Alright,” he said. Liu Xiang nodded and did not speak. 

“Have a good rest. We won’t disturb you any longer.” After Feng Da finished speaking, he turned around 

and left with everyone. 



Three days later, Liu Xiang’s injuries were almost healed. 

Looking at the listless Liu Xiang, Feng Da chuckled and asked,””Your injuries are basically healed. Why do 

you still look so listless?” 
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“I …” Liu Xiang opened his mouth but hesitated. In fact, he was still a little afraid. He was afraid that the 

ascender Alliance would seek revenge. After all, he wanted to buy the Alliance master of the two 

alliances of the divine realm, not some random nobody. 

“Liu Xiang! At this point, there’s no point in being afraid! Moreover, in the eyes of the two alliances, he 

was already a dead person. Who would suspect a dead person? However, if you’re soft-hearted and 

can’t bear to take revenge on that old woman, then we won’t force you. ” Feng Da said in an 

understanding manner. 

“I, I want revenge!” Liu Xiang said ruthlessly. No man would be able to stand being treated like this. 

“That’s more like it! You just need to prepare the money and wait for us to hand the person over to you. 

You don’t have to worry about anything else. ” Feng Da said. 

“Okay, I’ll be waiting for your good news then.” Liu Xiang nodded. 

After two more days, Leng ruoxue saw that there was still no movement from the ascendants ‘Union, so 

she decided to pay them a visit personally. At the same time, she couldn’t help but grumble in her heart. 

The efficiency of this great power was really low. It had been so long, yet they still hadn’t come to cause 

trouble. Sigh! They had waited so long that they were about to go moldy. 

In fact, the people from the second alliance didn’t come not because they didn’t want to, but because 

their leader had suffered from Qi deviation and was busy healing his injuries, so he couldn’t care less. 

After making the decision, Leng ruoxue brought Feng Da and the rest and headed straight to the 

residence of the two alliances. 

When they arrived at the entrance of the house, Feng Da smiled at Leng ruoxue and said,””Miss, why 

don’t we copy the second league and surround this house?” 

“We only have this many people, and you want to surround this house? Feng Da, do you know what it 

means to be a copycat? If we want to be different from the rest, how can we learn from others?” Leng 

ruoxue said disapprovingly. 

“That’s right! Little brat! We have to do something different. ” The master of the ning family agreed. 

“What’s different?” Feng Da asked, a little dumbfounded. In his opinion, there were only a few ways to 

lure the other party out. The first was to break the door open, the second was to make a loud noise, and 

the third was to sneak in quietly and catch him off guard. However, none of these methods could be 

considered unique, right? 

“Take a note and say that we want to meet the second Alliance’s leader,” Leng ruoxue said with a smile. 



“Uh! Pay respects? Miss, we’re here to cause trouble. ” Feng Da couldn’t help but remind him. He 

muttered in his heart,”do you have to be so polite to mess up the place?” He even sent a visiting card! 

“We’ll use peaceful means before resorting to force! Since we’re the ones who took the initiative, there 

must be a reason to take action!” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. 

“Alright then!” Feng Da had no choice but to take out a piece of paper from his storage ring and write a 

few words on it as a note. Then, he went to knock on the door. 

He had just knocked a few times when an impatient voice came from inside the door.””Who is it? Why 

can’t you let me sleep in so early in the morning!” 

Then, the door was opened. 

The guard who opened the door saw Feng Da, who was dressed in black, and was stunned. He even 

rubbed his eyes, clearly not fully awake. 

“Who are you?” After a while, the guard finally sobered up. Looking at the people dressed in black 

outside the door, his heart trembled because he had a bad feeling in his heart. They came with ill 

intentions! 

“We’re here to see the second Alliance’s leader. This is our letter of visit!” As Feng Da spoke, he handed 

over the thin piece of paper. 

Hehe! They were dressed very formally today. Everyone was dressed in black from head to toe, just to 

show that they were from the same place. When he saw the Guard’s dumbfounded expression, he knew 

that the other party was shocked. 

When the guard heard Feng DA’s words, he wiped the cold sweat from his forehead and took the piece 

of paper. His heart was filled with fear. This was the first time he had seen someone’s letter of visit 

written on paper in all his years as a guard! The paper was obviously crumpled, and there was a yellow 

stain on it. It really made people speechless. 

“You guys wait here. I’ll go report to the Alliance master.” The guard didn’t take them to heart, and with 

a change of thought, he gave a perfunctory reply. 

“Go! By the way, let me tell your President that if she doesn’t get the hell out in three minutes, we’ll 

have to break in. However, I’m sure she doesn’t dare to see anyone with her ugly appearance now, so 

why don’t we just break in now? It’ll also save you the trouble. ” Feng Da suddenly said as the guard was 

about to close the door. His words almost angered the guard to death! 

“You … How dare you say such things about our President? you must be tired of living!” The guard 

stammered for a long time before he finally cursed. 

“Little brat! A lot of people have said ‘I don’t want to live anymore’, but I’ve lived longer than any of 

them, and I believe that I’ll definitely live longer than you. Do you believe me?” Feng Da said with a 

smile that was not a smile. He then grabbed the guard by the collar and pulled him in front of him. 

“I believe! I believe you! Quickly let go of me!” The guard said gloomily. His strength was obviously 

higher than the other party, but he was pulled up by the other party as if he was a little chick. 

Wu…..What the hell was this! They were really bullying him. 



“Since you know, quickly go and report! My patience is limited. ” Feng Da said viciously. After he finished 

speaking, he threw the guard on the ground. The guard who had regained his freedom was so scared 

that he scrambled away from the door and ran towards the courtyard. He even forgot to close the door. 

Looking at the open door, Feng Da turned around and asked,””Miss, should we go in directly?” 

“Go in! The second Alliance’s leader won’t come out. ” Leng ruoxue understood. After she finished 

speaking, she was the first one to step through the door. Feng Da and the rest followed closely behind. 

This house was not very big and one could see the end of it with one glance. Other than the main 

courtyard, there were two other courtyards where the guards stayed. However, the guards were 

obviously not in high spirits and were all listless. They only noticed the arrival of these uninvited guests 

when Leng ruoxue and the rest came closer. 

“Who are you? How did you get in?” The guard Captain asked with a vigilant look. Recently, because of 

the Alliance master’s Qi deviation, they were all very depressed. At night, they would always be 

120000% alert to watch, and often couldn’t even sleep. Therefore, his brothers were in a very bad 

mental state. 
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Logically speaking, with their cultivation, it would be fine even if they didn’t sleep for a few days and 

nights. However, after arriving at the divine mainland, they clearly weren’t used to the climate here. The 

food they ate often caused them to have diarrhea, so they were extremely tired. 

“Didn’t the guard at the gate tell you who we are? He was the one who let us in. ” Leng ruoxue laughed 

lightly. Looking at the mental state of the guards in front of her and comparing them to the guard just 

now, it wasn’t hard to realize that being a gatekeeper was actually not a bad job. After all, unless one 

had extraordinary strength, no one would swagger in from the main entrance when they came to seek 

revenge. So, guarding the door had become the most relaxing job. Otherwise, that guard wouldn’t have 

had the time to sleep in. 

“Oh! You’re here to see the Alliance master?” The captain of the guards asked carefully. He seemed to 

have heard his subordinate mention that there was someone outside who wanted to see the Alliance 

master. 

“Of course, who else would come here! That’s right, quickly send your Alliance master to his death! 

Don’t waste everyone’s time!” Leng ruoxue said impatiently. Of course, she was also trying to provoke 

the guards. 

“Damn it? What did you just say? You dare to send our Alliance master to his death?” When the captain 

of the guards heard Leng ruoxue’s words, his heart was filled with anger. The woman in front of him was 

so devastatingly beautiful, but he did not expect her words to be so vicious. He even dared to send their 

alliance master to his death, Hmph! He really didn’t know how high the sky was or how thick the earth 

was! When their alliance master came out, who knew who would be the one dead? He couldn’t help but 

think to himself. 



“Alright! Your Alliance master doesn’t need to come out and die! We’ll personally send her on her way, 

that should be fine, right?” Leng ruoxue said, changing the soup but not the medicine. 

“This is …” The leader of the guards wanted to say ‘this is more like it’, but he quickly realized what was 

going on.”What are you talking about? Our Alliance master is a God King. How could a puny mid level 

deity like you do anything to her?” 

“Godking? I’m afraid that even a profound God would be able to deal with a Divine King who has gone 

berserk!” Leng ruoxue laughed evilly. The more powerful a deity was, the more severe the 

consequences of Qi deviation would be. She was also very clear that the Alliance master of the second 

alliance was severely injured. Otherwise, there wouldn’t have been no news from him for so many days. 

“Hmph! Such big words! I’m not that weak. ” Suddenly, a cold female voice rang in Leng ruoxue’s and 

the others ‘ears. 

Leng ruoxue and the rest looked in the direction of the voice and saw a graceful lady walking towards 

them leisurely. Behind her, there were a few extremely handsome young men surrounding her. 

However, although this woman had an outstanding temperament, her face was covered with a veil, only 

revealing a pair of beautiful eyes that were sizing up the crowd. 

Leng ruoxue and the rest did not have to guess to know that this lady was the Alliance master of the 

ascender Alliance’s second alliance. 

Because of her cultivation method, the woman’s body always exuded an alluring aura. Every frown and 

smile carried infinite charm. If it wasn’t for the fact that she had yet to fully recover from her Qi 

deviation, she would definitely be an irresistible beauty that could topple a country. 

However, most women didn’t want to see a woman more beautiful than themselves appear in front of 

them, especially a woman who couldn’t see anyone for the time being. Seeing a woman who was 

several times more beautiful than them was almost the same as seeing the enemy who killed her father. 

“Who are you? What do you want to see me for?” The Alliance master of the second alliance asked 

arrogantly as she held her head high. She hated this woman in front of her for no reason. If she had to 

find someone, the only sin she could have was that she was prettier than her. 

“I’m Leng ruoxue. Didn’t the Alliance master of the second alliance come all the way from the God 

World for me? I heard that the second Alliance’s Alliance master was careless in his cultivation and 

caused Qi deviation, so I’m here to offer my condolences. ” Leng ruoxue laughed. 

“You’re Leng ruoxue?” The Alliance master of the second alliance narrowed her eyes and gritted her 

teeth. That’s right, she had come to the divine mainland to get rid of Leng ruoxue. However, she had not 

expected Leng ruoxue to be so beautiful. If that was the case, this woman deserved to die even more. 

The current her could not bear to see any other woman who was more beautiful than her! 

“The Alliance master of the second alliance is injured, could it be that his brain is also damaged? Didn’t I 

say that I’m Leng ruoxue?” Leng ruoxue said helplessly. 

“You, you’re really bold. You know my identity and you still dare to speak to me like this!” The Alliance 

master of the second alliance said, suppressing his anger. 



“How else do you want me to talk to you? I’m not your subordinate, so there’s no need for me to be so 

respectful to you!” Leng ruoxue laughed. Did the Alliance master of the second alliance think that this 

was their territory? 

“Hmph! In the divine world, only the strong are respected. You are just a puny mid level deity, shouldn’t 

you be respectful when you see me?” The Alliance master of the second alliance sneered. 

“Oh! The strong are respected? However, this is the godly mainland. Are you sure that you can defeat 

me?” Leng ruoxue asked curiously. 

“Hmph! He’s just an ant, do you think I’d put him in my eyes?” The Alliance Masters of the two alliances 

were extremely proud. They did not even care about Leng ruoxue, a mid-stage deity. However, Leng 

ruoxue did not mind. 

“Second alliance master, have you ever heard of the story of an ant biting an elephant to death? Don’t 

look down on any ant, because who knows when you’ll fall into the hands of an ant you look down on!” 

Leng ruoxue smiled as she reminded him. 

“Hmph! Enough with the nonsense, let me teach you a good lesson, you ant!” After the Alliance master 

of the second alliance finished speaking, he was about to attack Leng ruoxue. However, he was stopped 

by a man beside her. 

“Alliance master, wait.” A man hurriedly said. 

“What’s wrong? Don’t tell me you have an outside heart and have taken a fancy to this Little Vixen?” 

The Alliance master of the second alliance said with jealousy. 

“Alliance master, what are you thinking? I just wanted to help you teach her a lesson.” The man said 

helplessly, his face full of sincerity. 

“Hmph! This is more like it. ” The Alliance master of the second alliance was very satisfied with the 

man’s words. 

However, while she was satisfied, Leng ruoxue, who had been shot while lying down, was depressed. 

Who had she offended? She didn’t do anything, how did she become a little demon? Sob … She felt so 

wronged! 
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The Alliance master of the second alliance spoke to the man beside him as if there was no one else 

around. Then, the man glared at Leng ruoxue and said,””You’re not worthy of our Alliance master’s 

attack. Your opponent is me!” 

“You’re not worthy of my Xue ‘er’s attack. Your opponent is me!” The demon laughed. 

“Who are you?” The man’s eyes widened as he looked at the handsome man in front of him and asked 

with jealousy. 



“Why do you care who I am?” The demon said in an unpleasant tone, Hmph! He didn’t like the way this 

man was looking at his Xue ‘er. With this guy’s little thoughts, he wanted Xue’ er to fight with him? no 

way! He would clean up first! 

“What big words. I’ll teach you a lesson now!” After the man finished speaking, he threw the divine 

power he had gathered at the demon … 

Seeing this, the demon unhurriedly released a black ball of divine power from his hand and threw it out. 

The black ball of divine power circled around the demon twice as if it was acting coquettishly, then 

happily pounced toward the divine power that the other party had released, and began to fight with it … 

“Hey! Who do you think will win?” The great elder asked curiously as he looked at the two balls of divine 

power. 

The divine power released by the two of them was one large and one small. The large one was like a 

blue ball, while the small one, which was the demon ‘s, was only the size of a baby’s fist. When the great 

elder saw the huge difference between the two balls of divine power, his jaw almost dropped. How, 

how was he going to fight? 

“Of course it’s my future son-in-law who will win. Who does that kid think he is!” The master of the ning 

family frowned as he looked at the divine powers that were entangled with each other. He was very 

supportive of himself. In fact, he was not sure if the monster would win because he had rarely seen the 

monster in action. Therefore, other than knowing that the monster had the strength of a high-level 

deity, he knew nothing about the monster’s strength. 

“Yes, that’s right. That freak will definitely win.” Hearing master ning’s words, the first elder also 

cooperated. However, their ‘soft’ discussion was very harsh to the man’s ears. 

“Hmph! Where did you old things come from, how dare you make such irresponsible remarks!” The man 

roared angrily. He was clearly stronger than this demonic man, so why didn’t anyone say he would win? 

He was so angry! 

“Can’t we talk about it? You didn’t want us to say it, but we’re going to say it! You’re going to lose!” The 

master of the ning family said stubbornly, Hmph! He really was a stinky brat who didn’t know how to 

respect the old and cherish the young. He even dared to scold him! He really didn’t want to live 

anymore! 

“Yes, yes. You don’t even know him. It’d be strange if you didn’t lose!” The first elder said with an evil 

smile. 

“Old man, they’re also scolding you! You can actually still laugh! It seems that the two of us haven’t 

been in the divine realm for a long time. Even a few lowly lackeys dare to make a big fuss in front of us!” 

The master of the ning family said unhappily. 

“If he likes to scold, then scold! I’ve been scolded by a dog. Do you think I can lower myself to scold a 

dog?” The first elder nonchalantly said. 

“You’re right, a human shouldn’t stoop to the level of a dog. ” The master of the ning family nodded. 



“Just who are you people?” At this time, the leader of the second alliance, who had heard their 

conversation, looked at the master of the ning family and the first elder with vigilance. To be honest, she 

was familiar with these two people, but she couldn’t remember where she had seen them before. 

However, after listening to their conversation, she began to doubt their identity. 

Since Leng ruoxue dared to look for her so brazenly, she must have some backing. Hence, she had no 

choice but to be on high alert in case she lost everything. 

In reality, she realized it a little too late. Ever since she gave the order to deal with Leng ruoxue and the 

others, she had already lost. Furthermore, she had lost everything. 

“They are my Godfather.” Leng ruoxue laughed. 

“Yes, I’m Xue ‘er’s God-grandfather!” The great elder added. 

“Damn old man, do you have to be older than me?” The master of the ning family said through gritted 

teeth. 

“Hehe! It’s my fault for getting to know Xue ‘er first!” The great elder had an evil smile on his face and 

was extremely pleased in his heart. 

“Godfather, great elder, you can argue, but can you not scold the dog? the dog is innocent. How can he 

be compared to the dog?” At this moment, Leng ruoxue said with a hint of dissatisfaction. In her 

previous life, her favorite animal was a dog. So, when she saw her Godfather and great elder comparing 

that man to a dog, she naturally wanted to vent her grievances for the dog! 

“Good, good! He’s even worse than a dog, that should be enough!” The master of the ning family and 

the great elder corrected him in unison. 

“Yes, he’s worse than a pig or a dog!” Leng ruoxue nodded in satisfaction. 

“Damn it, who are they?” When the Alliance master of the second alliance saw how Leng ruoxue and the 

other two were ignoring her, he could not help but shout. 

“I’ve said it before. They are my Godfather. Don’t you understand?” Leng ruoxue was speechless. Her 

face was filled with sympathy. 

“I know they’re your Godfather. I’m asking about their identities!” The Alliance master of the second 

alliance said, suppressing his anger. 

“They are my Godfather!” Leng ruoxue played dumb. 

“MMH! That’s right!” The master of the ning family and the great elder nodded in agreement. 

The second Alliance’s leader almost exploded in anger when she saw them echoing each other. Then, 

she couldn’t help but shout at the man who was competing with the evildoer,””Why haven’t you dealt 

with him yet? why are you still dawdling?” 

When the man heard the second Alliance’s leader’s words, he cursed in his heart. F * ck, did he think he 

didn’t want to take down this man? However, even though the Shen power that he released was small, 

it was very cunning and agile. His Shen power was rapidly being lost. At this time, he still did not know 



that his Shen power had been swallowed by the black Shen Power Ball. Otherwise, he would have been 

depressed to death! 

“Alliance master of the second alliance, I see that you’re quite free. Why don’t we exchange a few 

moves?” Leng ruoxue suggested with a smile. 

“Hmph! You’re asking for it!” The moment the Alliance master finished speaking, he immediately made 

his move. In an instant, a light blue divine power pounced towards Leng ruoxue … 

Leng ruoxue looked at the light blue divine power that was just! Short distance away and chuckled as 

she released her fire attribute divine power. The moment the dazzling flame appeared! It instantly dried 

up the surrounding air! Feng Da and the rest quickly jumped away from their miss’s side to avoid being 

affected by the scorching flames. They had a deep understanding of how powerful the young miss 

‘flames were. 
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The soaring flames gradually condensed into a small and exquisite Fire Dragon. The fire Dragon’s body 

flickered with a faint purple light, and it was exceptionally beautiful. The small fire dragon did not forget 

to show off its beauty, and it kept flying up and down in the air until the light blue divine power was in 

front of it. It was only then that it unwillingly welcomed it … 

In the blink of an eye, the two strands of divine power were entangled. In an instant, the light blue 

divine power was swallowed by the hot flames. 

The Alliance master of the second alliance looked at the scene in disbelief. How … How was this 

possible? Her divine power had actually disappeared. This was too unbelievable. She didn’t dare to 

believe her eyes. 

“What the hell is this?” The Alliance master of the second alliance roared, unwilling to accept this fact. 

“Little Dragon! Someone said you’re a ghost! You can do whatever you want to teach her!” Leng ruoxue 

laughed evilly. After her Natal flame had leveled up several times, it could already understand the words 

of others. As for its master, it would listen to everything she said. Therefore, when she sensed the little 

fire Dragon’s dissatisfaction with the second alliance master, she naturally had to support her own 

flame. 

The little fire dragon’s head nodded twice before it flew towards the Alliance master of the second 

alliance. It circled around the Alliance master and after a while, it returned to Leng ruoxue’s side and 

obediently wrapped itself around her wrist. 

Then, everyone saw the clothes on the leader of the second league, including the veil on her face and 

her hair, everything that could fall off was thrown away. In an instant, her white body was revealed to 

everyone. 

“Oh my God! Wasn’t the leader of the second alliance as beautiful as a flower? Why is it an old lady! AI! 

You can’t believe rumors!” Feng Da said, trying to hold back his laughter. 



“It’s probably because the wise stop rumors! I’ve never believed that the president of the second 

alliance was a beauty, and now it’s been confirmed. ” Lin Yuan also chimed in. 

Their conversation angered the Alliance master of the second alliance so much that he almost fainted. 

At this time, the men behind her were all dumbfounded and could not react in time, which made the 

Alliance master even more furious. 

“You’re all dead! Hurry up and give me my clothes!” The Alliance master of the second alliance roared 

angrily. Since Leng ruoxue had embarrassed her so much, she would definitely not let her off! 

However, before the men behind her could remove their clothes for her, Leng ruoxue interrupted them 

with a smile,””Why do you have to go through so much trouble! Let me help her!” 

With that, Leng ruoxue ordered the little fire Dragon to attack once more, burning the Alliance master of 

the second alliance. This time, it was a real burn, and it directly burned the flesh on the Alliance master’s 

body, causing her to faint from the pain. 

After the little fire Dragon left, the second alliance master’s body was already charred black. There was 

no need for clothes to cover it, so nothing could be seen. However, Leng ruoxue knew very well that the 

second alliance master was still alive. The little fire Dragon had controlled his strength when he 

attacked. Otherwise, that woman would have disappeared from this world long ago. 

After dealing with the Alliance Masters of the two alliances, Leng ruoxue gave Feng Da and the rest a 

look. Feng Da and the rest immediately understood and swiftly captured all the guards and the men. 

When the demon who had been playing hide-and-seek with the man saw this, he stopped teasing him 

and released a strand of divine power thinner than a strand of hair to tie the man up. 

The Alliance master of the second alliance had brought his subordinates here in high spirits to seek 

revenge. However, who knew that something unexpected would happen? first, he suffered from Qi 

deviation and his strength was greatly reduced. Then, his subordinates lost their will and were like a 

plate of loose sand. Hence, they were destined to lose. 

However, they were very surprised to lose so easily. They even thought that the people from the two 

alliances were just embroidered pillows who looked strong on the outside but were actually weak on the 

inside. They were really useless! 

In reality, they had really wronged the people from the second alliance. It was not that the second 

alliance was useless, but because they had encountered Leng ruoxue and the others who did not play by 

the rules. Previously, when Feng Da brought his men to cause trouble, it had already caused them a lot 

of mental pressure. Hence, they had been in a state of high tension. In addition to the incident with their 

alliance master, they had lost their backbone. Naturally, they had to be controlled by Leng ruoxue and 

the others … 
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Not only that, the people from the second alliance would never have dreamed that Leng ruoxue and the 

others would dare to come to their door directly. They were not prepared at all and had even beaten 

them to a pulp. After the previous incident, most of the people the Alliance master had brought were 



the elites of the second alliance, each of them with extraordinary strength. How could they have lost so 

easily? And he lost in such a baffling way! 

However, Leng ruoxue did not care about the thoughts of the people from the two alliances. After 

capturing them all alive, she brought them back to the inn. Other than the Alliance Masters from the 

two alliances, she handed everyone else over to Zeng Yan to deal with. As for who Zeng Yan wanted to 

sell them to, she did not care. 

Feng Da brought the Alliance master of the second alliance to Liu Xiang’s room. 

“Liu Xiang, here’s your goods, pay up!” Feng Da threw the Alliance master of the second alliance on the 

ground like trash and said to Liu Xiang. 

“Uh! This is the leader of the second alliance?” Liu Xiang’s eyes were wide open as he looked at the 

black object lying on the ground in disbelief. The object was completely black, and he couldn’t even 

make out a person’s face. Was this really the second Alliance’s leader? He didn’t dare to believe it. 

Besides, if the leader of the second alliance had really become like this, he would really have to consider 

whether he should buy it or not. After all, who would want to cultivate with a piece of burnt coal? 

“It’s the real deal, I’m absolutely honest in my business! Don’t worry, just buy it!” Feng Da said with a 

smile. 

“But … How did the second Alliance’s leader become like this? “She’s like this now …” Liu Xiang wanted 

to say something, but he stopped. He looked very troubled. Wu … Can I return the goods? 

“How can we catch her if we don’t turn her into this? Don’t worry! It’s just a superficial wound, she’ll be 

fine after a few days. Of course, if you think she’s old, that’s another matter!” Feng Da said with an 

understanding look. 

“Oh! How much is she?” Liu Xiang asked unwillingly. In fact, he really wanted to give up, but he was 

afraid that the other party would turn against him, so he could only force himself to buy this black thing. 

“How much money do you have?” Feng Da didn’t answer and asked instead. He was willing to sell this 

woman to Liu Xiang. He didn’t want to make money. However, it didn’t make sense if he didn’t accept it. 

After all, they had worked hard. They couldn’t do it for free! 

“I only have five hundred top grade crystals!” Liu Xiang thought for a moment and said. Of course, he 

would not reveal all of his wealth, but this amount was almost equivalent to more than half of his 

wealth accumulated over the years. 

“Eight hundred high-grade crystals. I’ll sell this woman to you.” Feng Da chuckled. In fact, they knew 

very well how much Liu Xiang’s assets were. However, they would not let him spend all his savings. 

However, they would have the final say on how much money they could pay to buy this woman. 

“How about six hundred? I really don’t have much money!” Liu Xiang said with a long face,”Wu…Is it 

easy for him to save some money? But now, most of his money had to be used to buy this piece of 

charcoal. To be honest, he regretted not wanting this item. However, in the face of the fierce Feng Da 

and the others, he did not dare to refuse. Therefore, he could only use the method of lowering the price 

to make the other party give up on their own initiative. Unfortunately, Feng Da would not let him have 

it. 



“Eight hundred it is, no bargaining! If you don’t want to buy it, then we can only say sorry!” Feng Da 

smiled eerily at Liu Xiang, as if he was saying,”if you don’t want to buy it, then stay with us!” 

“Buy! I’ll buy it!” Liu Xiang made up his mind and said while gritting his teeth. 

“That’s more like it! With this woman here, your strength can improve quickly. Although she looks a 

little old now, she is still a woman! You won’t be at a disadvantage!” Feng Da patted Liu Xiang’s shoulder 

and consoled him as if they were good Brothers. 

“Pay up now!” Then, Feng Da said impatiently. 

“Here you go!” Liu Xiang wiped the cold sweat from his forehead, unwillingly took out eight hundred 

top-grade crystal stones from his ring, and handed them to Feng Da. 

“Hehe! Now that the deal is done, this woman is yours! I’ll let you do whatever you want with me!” 

After Feng Da finished speaking with an ambiguous look, he turned around and left Liu Xiang’s room. 

The reason why he could leave at ease was because he had drugged the Alliance master of the second 

alliance. Therefore, even if the Alliance master of the second alliance woke up, he would not be able to 

cause any big waves. As for Liu Xiang, he did not have the courage to do so. 

Just as he had expected, on the night Liu Xiang bought the second Alliance’s master, he took the second 

Alliance’s master’s bag and left quietly in the dark. 

As he watched Liu Xiang’s back grow smaller and smaller, Feng Da turned to Leng ruoxue and 

said,””Miss, you let them go so easily?” 

In fact, according to his plan, he wanted Liu Xiang to stay for a few more days, and at the same time, he 

wanted to give him some counseling, in case he couldn’t see the situation clearly and was controlled by 

that woman again. However, the Miss was very assured of Liu Xiang and let them go directly. 

“What else? Don’t worry! Liu Xiang won’t let the Alliance master of the second alliance have it easy. ” 

Leng ruoxue understood. A man like Liu Xiang, who had been oppressed for a long time, would definitely 

take revenge on those who had oppressed him once he had the chance to turn things around. 

Therefore, the leader of the second alliance would definitely not have an easy life in the future. He 

might even be worse than a slave. This was also the main reason why she did not turn the leader of the 

second alliance into a slave. She wanted the leader of the second alliance to not be a slave, but to enjoy 

the treatment of a slave! 

“That’s true, miss! Where are we going next?” Feng Da asked with a smile. 

“Of course, we’re going back to the mountain. All of you should go and cultivate.” Leng ruoxue 

reminded. For the past three years, Feng Da and the rest had only been focused on traveling around the 

continent, so their cultivation had not improved much. Hence, after the matter here was settled, she 

planned to bring them back to nightmare forest to supervise their cultivation. 

“Yes!” Feng Da replied obediently. It was time for them to focus on their cultivation. Even though their 

travels in the continent had broadened their horizons, their cultivation had been delayed. When they 

saw that their young miss was about to advance to the high level deity stage, they were filled with envy, 

jealousy, and hatred! 



The next day, Leng ruoxue and the rest set out on their way home. When the genius from the Chi clan 

found out that Leng ruoxue and the rest were safe, he wanted to pay them a visit. However, he was 

rejected. It was only then that he found out that they had already left. 
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When Leng ruoxue and the rest returned to their home in the ‘nightmare forest’, they felt a sense of 

familiarity. After everyone had a good meal, Feng Da and the rest requested to go into closed-door 

cultivation. After they went into closed-door cultivation, the large courtyard became quiet and 

cheerless. 

After the ning family’s master, Grand Elder, and the rest stayed for a few days, they returned to the 

firmament temporarily. In a short while, the entire house was once again left with Leng ruoxue, the 

demon, Zi Yu, Yue Qing, and Xue Ying. 

Most of Leng ruoxue’s spirit beasts had chosen to go into seclusion. Xue Ying, who had no spirit beasts 

to accompany her, lay in the garden and slept all day long. That huge body of his had almost filled the 

entire garden. 

Under the reflection of the sun, Xue Ying’s snow-white fur emitted a faint silver glow. Leng ruoxue could 

not help but feel an unbearable itch in her heart. Oh … She really wanted to touch it. It felt so good! 

However, she could only think about it now, and did not dare to touch Xue Ying at all. This was because 

she, who had learned from her previous experience, was very afraid that Xue Ying would say something 

like ‘only my woman can touch me’, so she could only endure it. 

Looking at Leng ruoxue drooling at Xue Ying, the demon could not help but laugh! He simply hugged Xue 

‘er in his arms so that she would not keep thinking about touching other Beastie! Wasn’t it just a body of 

beautiful fur? What’s so great about it? he thought to himself indignantly. 

“Sister!” Suddenly, a small cry entered Leng ruoxue’s ears. Following that, a small, snow-white ball of fur 

appeared in her arms. 

“Xiaoxiao, where did you go to play?” Leng ruoxue raised the palm-sized little fellow in her arms and 

asked with a face full of curiosity. These few days, this little fellow had been running out of the house 

every two to three days. Who knew what he was secretly busy with! 

“Sister! I’ve made a new friend, but he’s too timid to come with me to see you, so I’ve been trying to 

convince him these days!” Xiaoxiao was very honest. 

“What new friend?” Leng ruoxue’s beautiful face was filled with curiosity. It was a good thing that 

Xiaoxiao could make friends, but why was she being so mysterious? 

“Come out! Little white!” Xiaoxiao shouted at a rock in the corner. 

Leng ruoxue followed Xiao Xiao’s voice and looked towards the corner. She saw a small figure hiding 

behind the rock. Only a small gray butt was exposed, and it was still trembling slightly. 

Seeing this, Leng ruoxue couldn’t help but feel curious. What kind of little beast was this? Why are you 

so timid? 



“Little white!” Seeing that Xiaobai was too afraid to come out, Xiao Xiao had no choice but to go and pull 

its new friend out from behind the rock. 

The little Beastie that was pulled out by Xiao-Xiaoqiang was covered in dust and looked so dirty that its 

original color could not be seen. However, its pair of blue, watery eyes were unusually bright and clear, 

which made people’s hearts soften. 

When the little beast saw the strangers, it was obviously afraid. It hid behind Xiao Xiao and its body, 

which was even smaller than Xiao Xiao ‘s, kept trembling. However, its pair of light blue eyes peeked 

timidly at Leng ruoxue and the others. 

Seeing this, Yue Qing walked forward with a smile and took the little beast into her arms, comforting 

it,””Don’t be afraid. I’m Xiaoxiao’s mother, and that young lady is our master. I’ll take you to take a bath 

first, and we’ll come back to play with Xiaoxiao later!” 

As a mother, she could tell that this little fellow had just been born. Furthermore, it probably did not 

have any parents to take care of it. That was why it looked like a little beggar. Looking at this little beast, 

she couldn’t help but think of Xiaoxiao. If Xiaoxiao had not met her young miss not long after she was 

born, who knew what would have happened to her? 

It was very difficult for such a small beast to survive in the forest, and some of the more gifted beasts 

might even be attacked by a group. Therefore, after seeing this little thing, her heart ached for it. 

After Yue Qing carried the dirty little beast out of the garden, she went straight to her room, intending 

to help the little beast wash up. 

As for Leng ruoxue, she asked about the little beast’s situation. Who knew that Xiaoxiao would answer 

her questions in such a manner that she did not manage to get any information at all. 

“Sister! I really don’t know what kind of Beastie it is. It was only born a few days ago, even younger than 

me!” Xiaoxiao knew that Leng ruoxue was not satisfied with her answer. She said in an aggrieved 

tone,”woah … That Beastie can’t even finish its sentence!” It was so dirty, who could tell what breed it 

was! 

“Then you’re going to bring it back?” Leng ruoxue asked, feeling a little speechless. 

“Sister, it’s so pitiful! When I see it, it reminds me of myself back then. At least I was doing better than it 

at that time!” Xiao Xiao said with a look of sympathy. 

“Is little white its name?” Leng ruoxue thought for a while and asked. 

“Yes, it told me that it’s called little white. However, I think it’s more suitable for little grey!” Xiao-Xiao 

said with an evil smile. 

“You naughty little thing!” Leng ruoxue rubbed her little fur and said in a pampering tone. 

At the same time, Yue Qing carried the washed little white to the garden again. 

“Miss, so little white is a little white tiger! What a pretty little fellow!” Yue Qing said with a smile. 



When Leng ruoxue heard Yue Qing’s words, she turned her gaze to the little white tiger in her arms. This 

should be a little white tiger that was not yet a month old. The silver stripes on its body were still not 

very clear, and the word “King” on its forehead had not fully unfolded. At this moment, it looked more 

like a cute, harmless little kitten, and its light blue watery eyes were still a little timid. 

Taking the little white tiger from Yue Qing, Leng ruoxue smiled and comforted,””Don’t be afraid! We 

won’t hurt you, but you have to tell us, where are your parents? Why are you running around on your 

own?” 

Leng ruoxue was very curious about this little white tiger that was alone. She had once heard Bai Xu 

mention that the bigger the divine beast clan, the more they would care about their offspring. Even if 

there were orphans in the clan, there would be someone to take care of them. Therefore, it was almost 

impossible for them to be alone. However, it had happened now. Therefore, she could not help but be 

suspicious. 

“M-my mother is sick, so I came out to look for food!” The little white tiger said timidly. It wanted to find 

something to eat, but because it was weak, it couldn’t find anything. If it hadn’t met Xiaoxiao, it would 

have starved to death. 
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“Your mother is sick? Where was it? Maybe I can help it!” Leng ruoxue said after some thought. She 

wasn’t a warm-hearted person, but who asked her to have a White Tiger among her beasts? The mother 

who saved it might be able to ask about the situation of Bai Xu’s relatives, because she knew very well 

that Bai Xu missed home and his relatives! In addition, she didn’t want this cute little guy to be without 

the care of his parents. 

After hearing Leng ruoxue’s words, the little white tiger hesitated. Even though it had only been born for 

a few days, its intelligence was not low. It wanted to save its mother, but it did not want the human in 

front of it to bring any danger to its mother. To put it bluntly, it did not trust humans very much, but it 

did not doubt this beautiful human sister in front of it! 

“Xiao Bai, quickly bring us to your mother! I can save your mother!” Seeing that Xiaobai did not respond 

for a long time, Xiao Xiao could not help but urge. 

“Yes.” The little white tiger nodded its little head and finally made up its mind. 

Following that, it led the way, leading Leng ruoxue and the rest to the cave where the mother and son 

were temporarily staying. 

Inside the cave. 

He saw a woman lying on the grass-covered ground, covered in blood. She was on her last breath. 

When Leng ruoxue and the rest walked closer, the woman with a weak aura suddenly opened her eyes 

and looked at Leng ruoxue and the rest with vigilance. 



“Who are you? How did he find this place? The child! Give me back my child!” When the woman saw the 

little white tiger in Leng ruoxue’s arms, she struggled to get up from the ground. However, her injuries 

were too severe, and it was obvious that she could not do it! 

“Don ‘t, don’t hurt my child, it’s still young!” The woman pleaded with tears in her eyes. 

“We didn’t want to hurt it. It brought us here.” Leng ruoxue explained helplessly. A mother beast that 

protected its Cub was worthy of respect. Thinking of this, she handed the little white tiger in her arms to 

the woman. Seeing the woman holding the little white tiger tightly, her entire body trembling, she could 

not help but sigh in her heart. Whether it was a human or a beast, their love for their children was the 

same! 

“Thank you!” The woman said weakly. She was thanking Leng ruoxue for returning the child to her. She 

also knew that the other party had no ill intentions. She could not help but feel a little ashamed for her 

lack of manners earlier. 

“Eat this!” Leng ruoxue handed over a milky white pill that exuded a sweet fragrance. 

The woman looked at the pill but did not take it immediately. Instead, she looked at Leng ruoxue deeply 

and said,””Thank you! I will remember your kindness!” 

After saying that, the woman took the pill and ate it without hesitation. 

After a while, the woman’s injuries were completely healed. However, she had not changed her clothes, 

so it was still a shocking sight. 

“You’re from The White Tiger clan?” Leng ruoxue asked when she saw that the woman’s injuries had 

recovered. 

“Yes, I am.” The woman nodded. There was nothing to hide. She would be surprised if the other party 

couldn’t guess it after seeing her child! 

“I want to understand The White Tiger clan’s recent situation!” Leng ruoxue asked directly. To these 

prideful Beastie, there were times when it was better to speak out their thoughts directly! 

“The current White Tiger race can no longer be compared to the past. I can only tell you this much. As 

for the rest, please forgive me for not being able to comment!” The woman said after some thought. 

“Oh! What are your plans after this?” Seeing that the woman was not willing to tell her, Leng ruoxue did 

not force her. After all, she would find out about it when she went to the God World. 

“I have to leave this place. I wonder if you can help me take care of my child?” The woman said 

embarrassedly. Her beautiful face was slightly red. Obviously, she knew that her request was a little too 

much. After all, he was not related to her and had saved her. However, she still wanted him to help take 

care of her child. This was a little unreasonable, but she had no other choice! 

“No problem. When do you plan to leave?” Leng ruoxue nodded in agreement. 

“I want to leave now.” The woman couldn’t help but be overjoyed when she saw the other party agree. 



“Mm, then you can go! This is for you!” After Leng ruoxue finished speaking, she took out a bottle of 

pills and passed it over. 

“Thank you! If … I will definitely repay you!” The woman said after hesitating. 

“We’ll talk when you’re back!” Leng ruoxue said. Even though this lady didn’t say it explicitly, she knew 

very well that the little white tiger’s mother would most likely die after leaving this time. The chances of 

her coming back alive were extremely slim. Otherwise, she wouldn’t be so hesitant. 

“Thank you,” he said. After thanking the little white tiger again and again, the woman got closer to it for 

a while before leaving reluctantly … 

“Mother!” Looking at the woman’s back view, the little white tiger cried very sadly. The snow-white fur 

on its body was wet with tears. 

“Don’t cry, your mother will come back for you. ” Leng ruoxue hugged the little white tiger and consoled 

it. 

“Yes.” After hearing Leng ruoxue’s words, the little white tiger curled itself into a ball and lay in her 

arms. Although it had stopped crying, tears still welled up in its eyes. It looked at Yue Qing and the rest 

with heartache. 

After returning to the main residence with the little white tiger in his arms, the little white tiger lay in a 

corner gloomily for several days, ignoring everyone. 

“Miss, it seems like the little white tiger’s mother’s departure is quite a blow to it! “What if …” Sitting on 

a chair in the garden, Yue Qing looked at the little white tiger lying in the corner. She could not continue, 

and her face was full of worry. 

“Don’t worry! She’ll be back. ” Leng ruoxue said with absolute certainty. The determined look in the 

woman’s eyes before she left made her believe that as long as she was still breathing, she would return 

to find her child. If it wasn’t for the woman’s determination, she wouldn’t have been so nosy as to agree 

to help take care of the little white tiger. 

A month later, the little white tiger finally recovered. It was no longer hiding in a corner gloomily. 

Instead, it played with Xiaoxiao all day. 

Time passed day by day. Half a year later, the little white tiger’s mother still had not returned. However, 

the little white tiger had become very familiar with Leng ruoxue and the rest. Leng ruoxue had also given 

the little white tiger the name Yuan Yuan. This was because the little white tiger had been raised by 

them until it was chubby and looked even cuter. However, other than the fact that the little white tiger 

had grown horizontally in the past half a year, it had not grown much. 

Chapter 1310: Bai Xu’s clansmen (4) 

 

In the garden, Leng ruoxue and the rest were preparing dinner when a knock suddenly sounded on the 

door. 



Zi Yu went to open the door, only to find a man and a woman covered in wounds standing at the door. 

The two of them were supporting each other. After seeing Zi Yu, they fell to the ground together 

without a word. 

Seeing this, Zi Yu was stunned, but she still carried one person in each hand and brought them into the 

house. 

When Leng ruoxue and the rest saw the object in Zi Yu’s hand, they were a little surprised. 

“Ziyu, what are you holding in your hand?” Leng ruoxue asked curiously. 

“Miss, I’m carrying two people in my hands.” Zi Yu explained helplessly, and couldn’t help but sigh. Wu 

… Could it be that young miss has been with Beastie for so long that she doesn’t even recognize people? 

“Why are you picking up people too!” Yue Qing said with some anger. It was fine if he usually picked up 

some small animals, but now he even picked up a person. This was really preposterous. 

In fact, Yue Qing was angry mainly because Zi Yu only cared about picking them up and didn’t care how 

to deal with them. Therefore, those small animals that he picked up were all raised by Yue Qing, so it 

would be strange if she wasn’t angry! 

“I didn’t pick them up. They came to me on their own accord, but they fainted without saying a word. 

So, I had to bring them back.” Zi Yu said, feeling wronged. 

“Oh!” Leng ruoxue nodded and walked forward to take a closer look. She then realized that they were 

familiar faces. 

“Yue Qing, arrange a place for them to stay! They are Roly Poly’s parents. ” Leng ruoxue understood. 

The man’s injuries were obviously more serious than the woman ‘s, and there were many old injuries. 

Therefore, she guessed that the woman had left in a hurry last time to save the little white tiger’s father. 

When the woman left the last time, she had told the woman her address, which was why the couple had 

come to find her. 

The truth was similar to Leng ruoxue’s guess. The reason why the little white tiger’s mother entrusted 

her child to her was because she was in a hurry to save her husband. After more than half a year of hard 

work, she finally succeeded. The first thing she did after she succeeded was to bring her husband to find 

her child and reunite with the family. Who knew that because the two of them were so severely injured, 

they had fainted outside the door before they could see Leng ruoxue? 

When they woke up, it was already three days later. 

The first thing the two of them did when they woke up was to look for Leng ruoxue. 

In the garden, Leng ruoxue looked at the two people who had recovered from their injuries. She smiled 

faintly and said,””It looks like you’re recovering well.” 

“Many thanks for young lady’s life-saving grace. We husband and wife have no way to repay you. We 

are willing to acknowledge young lady as our master. We hope that young lady will not despise us.” The 

two of them knelt in front of Leng ruoxue and shouted. 



Acknowledging Leng ruoxue as their master was something they had already discussed beforehand. 

After all, not only had Leng ruoxue helped them take care of their child for so long, she had also saved 

their lives many times. Hence, they really did not know how to repay her. Beastie had always known 

how to repay kindness, otherwise, they would feel uneasy. 

“I didn’t save you to make you recognize me as your master.” Leng ruoxue reminded as she looked at 

the two people kneeling in front of her. 

“We know. We really don’t know how to repay you, so we’re willing to serve you.” The man said. 

“I understand your intentions, get up! Actually, all you need to do is to tell me about The White Tiger 

race’s current situation. I have a Beastie that’s also from The White Tiger race, and he wants to know 

about the situation of his family. ” Leng ruoxue said with a light smile. Although she was not sure of the 

status of these two within The White Tiger race, from the looks of their strength as seventh and eighth 

ranked Sacred Beasts, they should have a certain status within the race. 

“Young miss’s beast is also from The White Tiger clan?” The man asked in shock. As one of the four great 

divine beast clans, The White Tiger clan was similar to the other three clans. They would not easily 

acknowledge a human as their master. If Leng ruoxue had not saved their lives many times, they would 

not even want to acknowledge her as their master. Therefore, they were very surprised that Leng 

ruoxue had a White Tiger as her contracted beast. 

“Yup! I took that White Tiger back when I was on the prismatic wind continent. ” Leng ruoxue chuckled. 

“Oh!” After the man heard this, he understood. So her Beastie was The White Tiger from the lower 

realm? That shouldn’t be considered a Clansman of their White Tiger clan, right! Of course, he wouldn’t 

say this out loud. 

Leng ruoxue was very clear about the man’s thoughts. She did not say much and only smiled calmly. 

Then, she moved Bai Xu out of the bracelet … 

 


